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Abstract: The optical propagation properties and magnetic polariton behaviors in
perforated metal/dielectric layered structures are numerically investigated at
near-IR region. A developed three-metal-layer (TML) structure is specially
inspected as a simple case. Strong coupling effect of magnetic polariton is
discovered in this system, which explains why TML structure reveals better
negative-refraction property than the reported double-metal-layer (DML) structure.
A clear LC-circuit model is presented to describe the physical mechanism of this
coupling effect of magnetic polaritons. Detailed results show that the thickness of
metal layer influences the transmission greatly and an optimum value is found.
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1. Introduction
Over the last couple of decades, great efforts have been made to control the state of the
electromagnetic wave propagation [1-3]. Negative refraction-index material (NIM) is a very hot
topic in this field due to its fascinating nature. [4-11]. Recently, NIMs at optical frequency were
reported experimentally, which are based on novel designs of the “magnetic atoms” that provide a
negative permeability μ [12, 13]. Among these new NIMs, the perforated metal/dielectric sandwich
structure was promoted [14] and experimentally verified lately [15-17]. Very recently, a bulk model
with stacks of such sandwich blocks was theoretically investigated, exhibiting less loss and better
negative refraction properties [18]. At the same time in another report [19], left-handed transmission
was demonstrated at microwave region in a similar stacking structure as well. Such results bring
exciting news in realizing the useful applicable NIMs.
The propagation of EM wave in the perforated metal-dielectric system can be regarded as a kind
of magnetic polariton, which originates from the coupling between EM wave and magnetic
resonance. With the contribution of negative ε from the diluted Drude metal, NIM can be achieved
artificially. Unfortunately in such a system, electric loss and induction loss inevitably exist, leading
to strong absorption and low transmission. Interestingly, the nearest report [18] indicated that the
loss could be reduced with more NIM units stacked in wave propagation direction. Although it can
be intuitively attributed to the coupling effect of the multiple unit cells, the authors of Ref. [18] did
not give a specific explanation on this point. In another recent paper [19], a transmission line model
is given to explain the LH extraordinary optical transmission through a photonic crystal of
subwavelength holes arrays at GHz region. But this model fails to explain why the transmission loss
is reduced when visible light gets through more metal/dielectric layers.
To give a clear view of the underlying physics, we take a three-metal-layer (TML) structure as an
example to explore the coupling effect of magnetic polariton. Good comparisons are given between
TML and the reported DML. Strong coupling effect is observed in TML system and it results two
new eigenmodes: higher frequency symmetric mode and lower frequency antisymmetric mode.
Numerical results truly reveal that the symmetric mode exhibits higher negative refraction
transmission and lower loss. A coupled LC-circuit model is presented to illustrate the coupling
mechanism. Detailed results show the thickness of the metal layer plays a significant role in the
magnetic polariton coupling and remarkably affects the medium’s optical property. Both the model
and the simulation results show that the advantage of TML over DML is realized only in certain
thickness range. The best transmission for TML is found at thickness of 40 nm for this concerned
circumstance.
2. Numerical models
In order to avoid the complicated influences of the hole shape, which was proved to affect the
extraordinary transmissions greatly [20], we construct two typical samples with square holes arrays
drilled in the double-metal and three-metal layered structures. Although the reported DML structure
with rectangular holes array exhibited optimized property [15-18], the proposed samples with square
holes represent a more general consequence. In Fig. 1, a unit cell of the TML structure is given
with its geometry size as P=600 nm, a=250 nm, g=20 nm, and the thickness of metal layer t is varied
from 20 to 100 nm in simulations. By lacking one metal-layer, the DML sample is designed with the
same structural parameters as the TML case.
Finite element numerical method (FEM) is employed in our simulations. Gold is used as the
metal material, whose dispersion property is described by Drude model. That is, the effective
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permittivity is given by ε=1-ωp2/(ω2+iωγ), where the corresponding parameters are taken from Ref.
[12] with the plasma frequency ωp= 1.37×1016 rad/s and scattering frequency γ= 4.08×1013 rad/s. For
simplification, the metal perforated structure is surrounded by air with non-dispersive dielectric
coefficient ε= 1. It should be noted that if the gaps between the metal layers are inserted with other
non-dispersive dielectrics, the magnetic polariton resonance may shift to some lower frequencies and
it does not affect the identical physics.

Fig. 1. Unit cell of three-metal-layer structure: the period P=600 nm, hole size a=250 nm, gap between
layers g=20 nm, and thickness of metal layer t is changed from 20 to 100 nm in calculations.

As Ref. [19], a theoretical model for normal incidence is developed based on an artificial
waveguide with two ideal magnetic conductor vertical planes and two ideal electric conductor
horizontal planes at boundaries. It is equivalently valid in an infinite lateral structure with periodic
square holes for a polarized incident wave with E-polarization along z direction. Then, the light
propagating properties can be conveniently obtained by evaluating the S-parameters of the
waveguild. Calculations are carried out for the proposed structure as shown in Fig. 1 with incident
EM wave propagates along the y direction, and also as same as the DML one. As both the lateral
period (600 nm) and total thickness (~200 nm) are considerably smaller than the operating
wavelength (~1.2 μm), the effective media model is valid in our model. The effective permittivity,
permeability and refraction index can be retrieved following the method in Ref. [21].
3. Simulation results and discussions
Firstly, we calculated the transmission properties of DML and TML samples with the thickness of
metal layer being 50 nm. The results are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively. Similar to the
results reported before [12], one peak [referred as R0 in Fig. 2(a)] is found at 255 THz in the
transmission of the DML structure. As for the TML one, there are two peaks emerging with one
blue-shifts to 269 THz [referred as R1 in Fig. 2(b)] and the other red-shifts to 245 THz [referred as
R2 in Fig. 2(b)]. Utilizing the method introduced in Ref. [21], the effective electromagnetic
coefficients (refraction-index n, permittivity ε and permeability μ) of DML and TML structures are
retrieved from the simulated S-parameter results, which are presented in Figs. 2(c)-2(h). Although
the permeability for both structures does not reach negative, the values of the expression ε1μ2+ε2μ1,
which determines the sign of refraction index [12, 14], can get to negative at some frequency range
[shown in Fig. 2(i) and 2(j)]. It is obviously seen that, for both DML and TML cases, negative Re(n)
can be obtained at the R0 and R1 peak, respectively. But for TML sample, a sharper peak in the
permeability curve (in Fig. 2(f)) is produced at R1 and it means a stronger magnetic resonance
occurs. Furthermore, in Fig. 2(d), the peaks in the curves of Re(n) and Im(n) near R1 are closer than
those near R0 shown in Fig. 2(c). This results in a higher figure of merit (FOM= |Re(n)/Im(n)|) at R1,
which indicates that TML sample has better negative refraction efficiency than DML one. Besides
the R1, the additional tiny transmission maximum at R2 for TML sample corresponds to anomalous
high positive refraction [see Fig. 2(d)], which would enrich the optical property and potential
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application of TML structure.
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Fig. 2. Transmission spectra and the retrieved effective coefficients of DML structure [(a), (c), (e), (g),
(i)] and TML structure [(b), (d), (f), (h), (j)], here ε1 and ε2 are the real and imaginary part of
permittivity; μ1 and μ2 are the real and imaginary part of permeability. In (c) and (d), FOM values are
marked out to reveal the transmission efficiency.

Fig. 3. (a). Detected Hx intensities of TML structure with the frequency ranging from 200 to 300 THz
by two probes, which are located at the neighboring layer gaps (marked with A and B in Fig. 1). (b) The
corresponding simulated Hx distributions at the frequencies of R1 and R2.

The splitting of magnetic resonance frequency in TML structure is confirmed by detecting the
amplitudes of magnetic field Hx at the gaps between two metal layers (as marked with A and B in Fig.
1), which is shown in Fig. 3(a). In relation to the two transmission peaks in Fig. 2(b), there is a great
enhancement of localized H field at the two corresponding frequencies. But it is a little surprising
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that though the transmission of R2 is much weaker than R1, its localized H field is even a little
stronger than that of R1. To gain an insight, we demonstrate the distributions of magnetic field Hx at
the two resonance frequencies, as is given in the Fig. 3(b). The difference between two resonance
modes is clearly presented, that the magnetic field Hx in the two gaps oscillates with the same phase
at R1 and with anti-phase at R2. Intuitively, the two in-phase oscillations can be regarded as the
symmetric magnetic polaritons, which enhance the reversed magnetic field resulting in a deep dip in
the μ dispersion [see Fig. 3(f)]. While the anti-phase polaritons counteract each other, thus
contributes little to the permeability. From another point of view, for R2 case, two anti-pahse
magnetic dipoles can be seen as a magnetic quadrupole, whose radiation ability is much weaker than
the two synchronal dipoles (R1 case). As well as Ebbesen defined “plasmon molecule” [22], we may
call the coupling modes as “magnetic polariton molecule” with a level split.
So far, two magnetic polaritons coupling is well exhibited. It is undoubtedly believed that the
coupling of more polaritons in multi-structures will show more complicated and interesting features.
But in the present work, our attention is mainly focused on the detailed coupling property of the
two-polaritons system (TML), and to seek the most important factor in such coupling. It also should
be mentioned that, quite different from Ref. [18], in which the structure is only a stack of multiple
unit cells, our TML structure is still a unit cell. So their coupling manners are not the same, though
the superiority brought from the multiple metal layers is somewhat similar. To better understand the
coupling effect and the resonance split, an equivalent LC-circuit model is constructed by introducing
the concepts of “effective self inductance and mutual inductance”. From Pendry’s theory, the metal
part at high frequency can be regarded as an effective inductance Lm, which can be derived from the
effective impedance Zmetal=iωLm. For our modeled structure, Zmetal can be calculated from effective
capacitor Cm for the metal surface as
1
1
l
1
l ,
(1)
Z metal =
=
= −i
≈ iω 2
2
S
ε
ωp
ωε 0 S
ω pε 0 S
iωCm iωε 0
(1 − 2 )
m
l
ω
where S and l are the cross-section area and length of the conductor, respectively. So Lm is deduced
as
l
1 P−a .
(2)
= 2
Lm = 2
ω pε 0 S ω pε 0 ateff
Here, the structure parameters P and a are already given in Fig. 1, and teff is the effective thickness of
the surface current layer. Because the distribution of alternating electric field penetrated into the
metal is not homologous, as is dominated by the “skin depth” ds, the induced current also distributes
in an effective region inside the metal. As the total current can be integrated from the ds-dependent
current density, effective thickness is thus obtained with the exponential form
(3)
teff = d s (1 − exp( −t / d s )) .
Substituting Eq. (3) to Eq. (2), the effective inductance is achieved. Equivalent to the resonant
LC-circuit, the resonant frequency of a single magnetic polariton in the proposed DML structure
should have the form
1
1/ 2
(4)
ω0 =
∝ (1 − exp(−t / d s ) ) .
Lm C
Notice that, the skin depth (ds) is important both in the single magnetic resonance and the coupling
behavior, which will be emphasized later.
When two magnetic polaritons couple together, the system can be described as two coupled
resonant LC-circuits, whose effective inductance changes depending on the symmetry of coupling
currents. As Fig. 4 illustrates, the symmetric mode of the magnetic polariton corresponds to the
anti-phase current flows in the coupled part, which results in a reduced effective inductance Lm-M.
Here M is an effective mutual inductance between two coupled circuits, which is determined by the
coupling strength. Whereas the antisymmetric mode induced by the in-phase current flows
corresponds to an increased inductance Lm+M. Thus the original single resonance ω0 splits into two
new frequencies
1
1
,
(5)
ωR1 =
, ωR 2 =
( Lm − M )C
( Lm + M )C
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for the symmetric and antisymmetric modes respectively. Apparently, the split resonances with the
red and blue shifts to the original ω0 are presented in a compact form. It phenomenologically agrees
with above simulated results. As the mutual inductance is approximately considered mainly from the
two near-paralleled surface currents, the magnitude of M should be in inverse proportion to the
currents distance, which depends mostly on the layer thickness.
TML

DML

structure

(magnetic parts)

LC-circuit

L'=Lm-M

C

symmetric

L

L

L'=Lm+M
antisymmetric

C

Fig. 4. Schematics of the equivalent LC-circuit models corresponding to the magnetic structures of
DML and TML cases.
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Fig. 5. (a). Transmission spectra of DML structure with various layer thickness (t= 30, 40, 50, 75 nm).
(b) Resonance frequency ω0 of peak R0 as a function of layer thickness. The symbols are the simulated
data and the red curve is the fitted result by Eq. (4).

From the above LC-circuit model, we find that the thickness of metal layer plays a significant
role in both the single magnetic resonance and the coupling effect. Consequently, series of DML and
TML samples with the layer thickness ranging from 20 to 100 nm are simulated in the following.
Figure 5(a) exhibits the transmission spectra of four DML structures with t=30, 40, 50, and 75 nm
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for examples. It is obviously seen that transmission peak shifts to lower frequency with decreasing
the thickness of metal layer. Resonant frequency ω0 of the single magnetic polariton as function of
the layer thickness t is plotted in Fig. 5(b), revealing an increasing dependence. According to Eq. (4),
a good fit is achieved and it gives the value of the skin depth as ds=17.5 nm. Convincingly, the
exponential curve indicates the strong influence of the skin depth.
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Fig. 6. (a). Splitting frequencies (ωR1 and ωR2) of TML structure as functions of the layer thickness
accompanied with the frequency ( ω0) of DML one for comparison. Inset displays the frequency split
(ωR1- ωR2) versus the layer thickness. (b) The calculated value of (MC)-1 with respect to the layer
thickness. The symbols are the data derived from the simulated frequencies by Eq. (6), and the red line
is a linear fit with respect to data at large t region while the dashed blue curve is fitted by exponential
relation based on the small t data.

Subsequently, two resonance frequencies of TML structure versus the layer thickness are shown
in Fig. 6(a) with a comparison to the DML case, and the inset plots the splitting intensities. One can
clearly observe that, with the layer thickness increasing, the frequency split reduces and two
branches (R1 and R2) of TML tend to degenerate to the R0 of DML. However, for the upper branch,
the change tendency of resonant frequency is not a monotonous relation to t, but exhibits a maximum
at about t=40 nm. Compared with the curve shape of DML_R0, we can undoubtedly attribute it to
the influence of the t-dependent self-inductance (Lm). To make a detailed inspection, amplitude of
mutual inductance M is evaluated, which can be extracted from the simulated split frequencies ωR1
and ωR2 by Eq. (5), as
1⎛ 1
1 ⎞
(6)
MC = ⎜ 2 − 2 ⎟ .
2 ⎝ ωR 2 ωR1 ⎠
Because the capacitance C is considered unchangeable for the fixed layer gaps, M can be evaluated
from Eq. (6). Symbols in Fig. 6(b) are the extracted (MC)-1 values corresponding to the various layer
thickness t. As we can see, at large t region (MC)-1 truly has a linear relation to t with the form of
(MC)-1= k(t-25) as the red fitted line shows. However, the (MC)-1 data diverges from the straight line
as t decreases. This fact indicates that the proposed “surface current” induced mutual inductance by
interacted magnetic field is only valid for the large t cases. It can be understood as follows: For the
thick-layer structures, the surface currents mostly concentrate within the skin depth region, and can
be considered as isolated current elements with an effective distance r= t-25 nm, where M is
dominated by the mutual magnetic field which scales reciprocal to the distance r; When t becomes
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smaller, the currents tend to interact directly hence the overlap of currents appears more and more
prominent. The fitted curve on (MC)-1 data at the small t region indicates an exponential growth
relation to the layer thickness, as the dashed blue curve in Fig. 6(b) displays, which suggests the M
can be attributed to the specific current distributions and intensities caused by the currents
overlapping. Although accurate mathematical form of M is not given here, the equivalent “mutual
inductance” model phenomenologically provides a concise and effective description on the coupling
of two magnetic polaritons.
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Fig. 7. Transmission intensities of peak R0 and R1 versus the layer thickness for the DML and TML
structures, respectively.

More importantly, our simulations exhibit another striking aspect that the transmission
enhancement of TML structure is modulated by the layer thickness. Fig. 7 displays the peak
intensities of the R0 and R1 versus the layer thickness for the DML and TML structures respectively.
An enhancement maximum can be found at t=40 nm, which is about two times the skin depth
(ds=17.5 nm). When the layer thickness is above 85 nm, the intensity of R1 is weaker than that of R0,
which reveal a fact that the transmission advantage of TML over DML disappear at large thickness
region. In other words, the optimization of the TML sample for lower loss only exists in a limited
range confined by the metal layer thickness. To highlight the physical mechanism, one can imagine
the symmetric mode for TML structure, which is actually excited by the anti-phase current flows on
both surfaces of the middle layer, as schemed in Fig. 4. Thus it is reasonable that, when t>2ds the
electrons in the midst of the middle layer can hardly be excited and remain a “static state”, which
depresses the resonance efficiency and hampers the energy flow. As the layer thickness increases,
these “static” electrons increase in amount as well, so more energy is blocked and the transmission is
enhanced less and less, even to be weakened when t>85 nm. On the other hand, if t<2ds, the two
anti-phase skin currents are overlapped and tend to trail off, which suppresses the in-phase magnetic
resonance and also leads to a decline of the transmission. Therefore, a highest enhancement is
reached at t=2ds, where the most efficient symmetric coupling occurs. Hence a best condition is
provided to improve the negative refraction transmission.
Now, we realize that although for most cases TML structure appears better negative refraction
property with lower loss, the optimization actually depends on the thickness of the metal layer
associated with the skin depth of the metal. The best transmission condition is found that the layer
thickness is about two times the skin depth (t=2ds), which is numerically demonstrated and agrees
well with the proposed LC-circuit model. By the way, it should be mentioned that same simulation
processes and analyses are performed in the optimized DML and TML structures with rectangular
holes. Similar results about the coupling effect are obtained, only with the changed resonance
frequencies and increased FOM values. The criterion of the layer thickness provides us an
instruction in the design of the low loss NIMs. It goes beyond the discovery of the report in Ref. [18].
Our result also explains why the transmission enhancement did not take place in the experimental
report in Ref. [19]. Because their metal layer thickness is much larger than the skin depth in the GHz
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region, which is far beyond the advantageous range for the multi-metal-layer system. Additionally,
we have also investigated more metal-layered systems, the coupling modes become more
complicated and will be discussed elsewhere; nevertheless the importance of the layer thickness is
identical. In fact, the coupling effect of the magnetic polariton in TML structure is the fundamental
coupling, as is considered as two quasi-particles interaction. Its scientific significance is the reason
why we emphatically stressed all through the context.
4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the properties of magnetic polariton in double-metal-layer and three-metal-layer
structures with perforated holes array are numerically studied and compared in detail. Two new
resonance modes are discovered in three-metal-layer structure, symmetric mode at higher frequency
and antisymmetric mode at lower frequency, which come from the splitting of the single mode of
double-metal-layer structure due to the coupling effect between two magnetic resonances in
neighboring gaps. The retrieved effective refractive index shows the symmetric mode possesses
better negative refraction property with lower loss for certain metal layer thickness. A
phenomenological LC-circuit model based on the effective inductance is proposed to explain the
resonance behaviors of single and coupled magnetic polaritons. Simulation results indicate the
thickness of metal layer is a key factor to determine the optical property of metamaterial. The best
transmission enhancement of the TML structure with respect to the DML one is obtained at an
appropriate thickness (t~2ds), which presents an optimized structural design of NIM. From the
results reported in this paper, it is noticeably shown that the magnetic coupling effect is very
important in the negative refractive properties of perforated metal/dielectric layered system. Actually,
in many other metamaterial systems, such a magnetic coupling mechanism should be taken into
consideration and new interesting properties are expected.
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